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Trails Working Group

ECCC Direction and Scope
! From June 2018 ECCC Meeting Minutes:
“Steve Borst relayed that we have received a request from the EC Metro Township Council
to study the EC Trails Master Plan to take into
account land ownership and other changes
and to form a committee of people from the community.”
! Focus on the 2007 Plan
! What is actually feasible from the 2007 plan?
! What can we actually make happen relatively quickly?
! Which trailheads/trails have few or no implementation hurdles?
! The 2007 Plan is already approved and adopted, so recommendations on that plan can go directly to the MTC and
by-pass the Planning Commission.

! Focus on managing the influx of people coming to the canyon to recreate. Manage trails/
trailheads in a way that protects the canyon resources, the environment, wildlife, and
canyon resident life.
! Prioritize 2-3 trailheads and 2-3 trails
! Much more likely to acquire funding for a limited effort, phased approach instead of an entire trail system all at
once. This statement was confirmed by the US Forest Service Representative.
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What in the 2007 Plan should we
focus on?

2007 Trails
Master
Plan

Current
conditions
in the
Canyon

What trails/trailheads
are actually possible
now
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Methodology
! The goal is to determine which trails and trailheads from the 2007 plan are feasible in the current state of
the canyon, have minimal implementation hurdles, and can be acted upon efficiently and in a
reasonable time frame.
! Three meetings with the Emigration Canyon community were held to gauge interested in trails/
trailheads and hear concerns and level of support. The dates of meetings and notes are detailed in
Appendix E.
! The Trails Working Group was established which performed an evaluation of each trailhead and trail
from the 2007 plan for:
!

Land Ownership

!

Easements/Restrictions

!

Land for Sale

!

Wetlands

!

Streams

!

Wildlife Disturbance

!

Strengths

!

Weaknesses

!

Opportunities

!

Threats

! Land Owners and Stakeholders were engaged to determine level of support and any concerns
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SWOT: Overall 2007 Trail Plan
!

Strength: There is a plan! It emphasizes some of the already existing trails within the canyon and provides
possibilities for additional trails. The plan is also already approved and adopted by the EC Planning Commission.

!

Weakness: Lack of implementation. Due to a combination of economic recession and changes in governance,
none of the facilities or management services recommended in 2007 were implemented. Instead, unmanaged
use of existing trails has increased dramatically, with undesirable results for users, private property owners,
surrounding neighborhoods, and the canyon environment.

!

Opportunity: Building new trails and trailheads may help disperse users, making it easier to manage user impacts.
A new management strategy with educational and enforcement resources can help create harmony between
trails users and canyon residents and preserve at-risk private property access. State and county funding may help
meet the costs of construction and management.

!

Threat: Without new investment and active management, the user impacts and public safety issues around
existing trails may increase, leading to a decline in resident support for public trails and possible loss of private
access permissions.
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General Summary
! Lack of implementation of the 2007 plan as well as lack of trail management at existing
trails/trailheads has led to poor behavior at existing trails/trailheads.
! Lack of resources for managing canyon trails/trailheads has given some canyon residents a
negative perception of trail users and trail development.
! Focusing our energy on trails/trailheads that help divert traffic from the existing trails/
trailheads will help make management of those existing trails/trailheads easier.
! Focusing on 2-3 trailheads and 2-3 trails is more realistic than attempting to create an entire
trails system at once.
! Focusing on trails/trailheads that have few to no implementation hurdles will enable quicker
and more efficient implementation of those trails/trailheads.
! Trails/Trailheads within the canyon need to have a comprehensive management plan that
helps address user impacts and provides enforcement.
! SLC Parks & Public Lands is currently planning to construct a regional trailhead at the mouth
of the canyon. This trailhead will be funded through SLC Parks & Public Lands and will be an
asset to residents of the canyon.
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Findings
! Focus on establishing 2 main regional trailheads and improving signage at local trailheads
!
!
!

Canyon Mouth Regional Trailhead
Little Mountain Summit Regional Trailhead
Partner with Pinecrest Local Trailhead Land Owners for improved signage

! Focus on creating/modifying 2-3 trails
!
!
!

South Slope Regional Trail and the return loop (both together)
East Slope Regional Trail and the 2nd return loop, pending successful easement negotiations with land owner (both together)
Minor restoration of the Killyons trail (eroded sections)

! Partner with Salt Lake City Parks on the Canyon Mouth Regional Trailhead and associated trails
!
!

Funded by SLC Parks & Public Lands
Trails on the outskirts of Emigration Canyon

! Develop a comprehensive trails management plan that provides for:
!
!
!
!
!
!

Trail and trailhead facility maintenance
Public education and signage
Compliance with use and access restrictions in surrounding areas (Little Dell Watershed, Red Butte)
Public safety monitoring and enforcement
User impact mitigation, especially for private property owners who voluntarily allow public access
Funding plan – MTC, Non-profit, etc

! Encourage/assist Salt Lake County (SLCO) Open Space with the purchase of REAAMS LLC land parcels
! Continue to pursue 2007 plan goals. While only a small subset of the plan's proposed trails/trailheads are
feasible for near-term implementation, others may eventually be realized if the township pursues them
with patience, persistence, and flexibility.
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Land Ownership
Regulations associated with each type of land owner

SALT LAKE CITY CORPORATION

PRIVATE LAND PARCELS WITH APPLICATIONS BEFORE
SLCO OPEN SPACE

SALT LAKE COUNTY

EMIGRATION IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT

This map is based on the
Land Ownership Map from
the 2007 Master Plan, but has
been modified by the Trails
Working Group with the best
available information.
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State of Utah
Applicable Stipulations:
! FCOZ (Foothills & Canyons Overlay Zone)
!

FCOZ is a building ordinance created to guide development on sensitive slopes of foothills and canyons.

!

FCOZ does not have any trails building guidelines. USDA Trail Building Handbook is normally used as the gold standard
to follow.

! Storm Water Prevention Plan (SWPPP)
! Possible additional studies based on the Land Manager’s Review:
!

Wildlife Study

!

Weed Inventory Study

! Separate signage may be required by Land Manager
Land Manager Comments:
! SLC Parks is currently working on developing and implementing an extensive Foothills Trails
Plan, which includes a trailhead at the mouth of Emigration Canyon and trails along the
outskirts of the Canyon.
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US Forest Service
Applicable Stipulations:
! NEPA (National Environmental Policy Act)
! The Ranger district will review and determine the level (Categorical Exemption (least time
consuming), Environmental Assessment, Environmental Impact Statement (most time consuming)).
The Forest Service usually does the NEPA studies on their own, but there is the possibility of
subcontracting it out to a 3rd party.

! Storm Water Prevention Plan (SWPPP)
! Possible additional studies based on the Land Manager’s Review:
! Wildlife Study
! Weed Inventory Study

! Separate signage may be required by Land Manager
Land Manager Comments:
! US Forest Service is supportive of trails and recommends implementing a small
number of trails/trailheads instead of trying to implement an entire trail system at
once. USFS lands are normally located in the same vicinity of SLCPU lands, so
USFS typically follows whatever decisions and recommendations are made by
SLC Public Utilities with regards to trails planning.
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Salt Lake City Corporation
Applicable Stipulations:
! FCOZ (Foothills & Canyons Overlay Zone)
!

FCOZ is a building ordinance created to guide development on sensitive slopes of foothills and canyons.

!

FCOZ does not have any trails building guidelines. USDA Trail Building Handbook is normally used as the gold standard
to follow.

! Storm Water Prevention Plan (SWPPP)
! Possible additional studies based on the Land Manager’s Review:
!

Wildlife Study

!

Weed Inventory Study

! Separate signage may be required by Land Manager
Land Manager Comments:
! SLC Corporation (Public Utilities) is supportive of trails, and are currently starting a year-long
update to their Watershed Management Plan. Any SLCPU properties with planned trails
can be considered for addition to this plan, which is schedule for completion in mid 2020.
! SLCPU was adamant about the need for any new trails/trailheads on their property be
accompanied with a comprehensive trails management and maintenance plan.
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Utah Open Lands
Applicable Stipulations:
! FCOZ (Foothills & Canyons Overlay Zone)
!

FCOZ is a building ordinance created to guide development on
sensitive slopes of foothills and canyons.

!

FCOZ does not have any trails building guidelines. USDA Trail
Building Handbook is normally used as the gold standard to
follow.

! Storm Water Prevention Plan (SWPPP)
! Possible additional studies based on the Land
Manager’s Review:
!

Wildlife Study

!

Weed Inventory Study

! Separate signage may be required by Land Owner
Land Manager Comments:
! Utah Open Lands owns several parcels of land
within Emigration Canyon and holds Conservation
Easements on several others. Conservation
easements are mainly FOR trails, but some of them
are to prevent structures such as bathrooms and
parking lots.
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Private
Applicable Stipulations:
! FCOZ (Foothills & Canyons Overlay Zone)
!

FCOZ is a building ordinance created to guide development on sensitive slopes of foothills and canyons.

!

FCOZ does not have any trails building guidelines. USDA Trail Building Handbook is normally used as the gold standard
to follow.

! Storm Water Prevention Plan (SWPPP)
! Possible additional studies based on the Land Manager’s Review:
!

Wildlife Study

!

Weed Inventory Study

! Separate signage may be required by Land Owner
Land Manager Comments:
! Private Land owners have been contacted on their concerns and level of support. These
comments are noted in the applicable sections of this presentation.
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Stakeholders/Advisors
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

Unified Police Department – Jake Elsasser
Unified Fire Authority – Michael Conn
United States Forest Service – Zinnia Wilson
Salt Lake City Department of Public Utilities – Patrick Nelson
Salt Lake City Trails & Public Lands – Lewis Kogan
Department of Natural Resources – Robby Edgel, Shane Hill, Kent Hersey
Utah Open Lands – Wendy Fisher
Salt Lake County, Open Space Division – Julie Peck-Dabling
Salt Lake City Trails & Public Lands, Signage Division – Lewis Kogan
Salt Lake County Parks & Rec – Martin Jensen
US Army Corps of Engineers – Nicole Fesard
Landmark Design – Mark Vlasic
Trails Utah – Sarah Bennett
Mountain Trails Foundation – Charlie Sturgis
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Notes from Key Stakeholders
!

UPD: Not concerned with specific locations of trails/trailheads within the canyon. Official trails/trailheads will bring
more people, and with more people there will be more incidents, regardless of the location of the trail/trailhead.
Well managed trailheads with signage and maintenance reduce the occurrences of poor behavior.

!

UFA: Not concerned with specific locations of trails/trailheads within the canyon. Official trails/trailheads will bring
more people, and with more people there will be more hiker-related incidents (such as dehydration, sprained
ankles, etc), regardless of the location of the trail/trailhead. UFA is concerned with adequate access to trails and
trailheads for fire equipment. Well managed trailheads with signage and maintenance reduce the occurrences of
poor behavior.

!

USFS: Attempting to implement 2-3 trails/trailheads is much more likely to succeed than attempting to implement
an entire trail system at one time.

!

DNR: Emigration Canyon is an important winter habitat for big game. However, implementing official, well
managed trails will actually minimize the impact to the wildlife versus the current status of rogue, unofficial trails
that are not managed. Seasonal closures for trails and enforcement of those closures are part of good trail
maintenance practices.

!

SLCPU: Any trails/trailhead proposal for SLCPU property need to be accompanied with a comprehensive
management and maintenance plan. Mountain Trails Foundation does this well, please use them as a resource on
this.

!

Mountain Trails Foundation: A management and maintenance plan is the main thing for a successful trail or
trailhead. If planned correctly, trails/trailheads will actually require little upkeep and are a huge benefit to the
community. The key to management and maintenance is funding. MTF is funded largely by private donors and
the community. MTF suggested Emigration Canyon and possibly the surrounding areas seek funding by creating a
501C-3 Nonprofit Organization (the South Wasatch Trails Alliance was created specifically for this same reason).
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Watershed
! The whole of Emigration Canyon is part of the
Salt Lake Watershed. It is NOT “Protected
Watershed”, except for the section noted
below.
! Prohibited in Protected Watersheds:
! Dogs, horses, and other domestic animals
! Swimming, wading, and motorized boating
! Motorized vehicles are not allowed except on roads or
trails that are specifically designated as open for that use

! Protected Watersheds:
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

Bell Canyon Creek and tributaries
Big Cottonwood Canyon
Big Willow Creek and tributaries
City Creek Canyon (northeast of the treatment plant)
Deaf Smith Canyon Creek and tributaries
Emigration Canyon (above Burrs Fork)
Lambs Canyon
Little Cottonwood Canyon (including the town of Alta)
Little Willow Creek and tributaries
Mountain Dell Canyon
Parley’s Canyon
South Fork of Dry Creek
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Trailheads
Analysis of the Trailheads in the 2007 Master Trails Plan

2007 Master Plan Trailheads
! Canyon Mouth Regional Trailhead
! Little Mountain Summit Regional Trailhead
! Perkins Flat Regional Trailhead
! Killyons Local Trailhead
! Pinecrest Local Trailhead
! Regional Trailhead = From the 2007 Master Plan, Regional Trailheads should have
“adequate parking to accommodate the envisioned use, and include restrooms, picnic
areas and other typical trailhead facilities. The trailheads should be located on official maps
and well signed to encourage use.” The 2007 Master Plan approximated $275k for
improvements for each Regional Trailhead.
! Local Trailhead/Access Point = From the 2007 Master Plan, Local Trailheads should “provide
minimal parking to meet basic trail access needs, while discouraging parking along the
adjacent roads and private properties. No restrooms, drinking fountains, picnic areas or
other park-like services should be provided, helping to maintain the subdued and passive
character of the trailheads, and discouraging overuse. The trailheads should be discreetly
signed to fit in with the character of the area.” The 2007 Master Plan approximated $40k for
improvements to each Local Trailhead/Access Point.
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Canyon Mouth Regional Trailhead
!

Location: Dirt lots opposite Emigration Canyon Road from Rotary Glen Park

!

2007 Plan Feasibility: In the 2007 Plan, the Canyon Mouth was designated as a Regional Trailhead. This
trailhead is currently feasible as proposed in the 2007 master plan.

!

Implementation Hurdles: The property is currently owned by the State of Utah. This trailhead has been selected
for development in the SLC Foothill Trails Master Plan. SLC is studying possible underpass/overpass to Rotary
Glen from this trailhead. This trailhead would include parking, restrooms, signage with maps and information.
Traffic engineers are being consulted to minimize traffic disruption. Trails accessed from this trailhead include
the Bonneville Shoreline and Mount Wire Trail. Some proposed trails in the SLC Plan extend into Emigration
Canyon township and the MTC would need to collaborate on those. The Trailhead is estimated for
implementation in Winter of 2021.

!

Strength: The mouth of canyon trailhead is in the SLC Foothills Plan, so it is highly likely it will happen. This
trailhead would provide much needed public access to the Bonneville Shoreline trail. It would also be a good
place for the public to access the Emigration Canyon North Slope Trail, if it were to be constructed.

!

Weakness: The utility of this trailhead for the Emigration Canyon trail system depends on the successful
configuration and implementation of the North Slope Trail.

!

Opportunity: Salt Lake City Parks is committed to developing and paying for this new trailhead. The new
trailhead will make important regional trail connections and serve a variety of users. A robust signage plan at
this location can educate trail users on trail ethics and stewardship. Maps located here can provide an
overview of the trail system and safely locate users on the landscape. This trailhead will provide a soft surface
commuter link for the BST and environs.

!

Threat: Increased traffic at the mouth of Emigration Canyon.

Trailhead is recommended for implementation

Land
Restrictions
Land for sale
Wetlands
Stream

No
No
No
No

Land
Ownership

SLC Parks
100%
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Salt Lake City Parks Foothills Trails Plan –
Emigration Trailhead
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Salt Lake City Parks Foothills Trails Plan –
Emigration Trailhead Trails
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Land
Restrictions
Land for sale
Wetlands
Stream

Perkins Flat Regional Trailhead
!

Location: The flat area just east of the entrance to Emigration Place

!

2007 Plan Feasibility: In the 2007 Plan, Perkins Flat was designated as a Regional Trailhead. There will be
a conservation easement on this property that Salt Lake County and Utah Open Lands are currently
working on. This trailhead is NOT currently feasible as proposed in the 2007 master plan.

!

Implementation Hurdles: The property is currently owned by Salt Lake County. Utah Open Lands will
hold a conservation easement that could prevents parking lots and restroom facilities at this location in
order to preserve wildlife habitat, water quality, wetlands, and scenic views. There is mixed community
support for this trailhead: many people want a mid-canyon trailhead, however many people are also
concerned with impact to the Wetlands in the Perkins Flat area.

!

Strength: This trailhead would provide a mid-canyon trailhead location with natural trail routes to both
canyons ridgeline. The property is on public land.

!

Weakness: There will be a conservation easement with this property that could restricts any trailhead
facilities such as bathrooms or parking. This trailhead is located at one of the most bottlenecked areas
of the canyon (Camp K, Ruth’s, big curve), which could exacerbate the current traffic issues and
create a potential safety hazard.

!

Opportunity: This trailhead has potential for regional trail connections both north and south which
would help with dispersal of impacts and provide different seasonal usage opportunities. Adjacent
lands have been purchased that may allow for trailhead development and do not have easement
restrictions like Perkins Flat. This trailhead also has possible funding opportunities due to the Mormon
history of the area.

!

Threat: Further impairment of water quality to Emigration Creek, as well as impacts to the view shed,
health of the wetlands, and impairment to sensitive species habitat.

Trailhead as located in the 2007 Plan is not recommended at this time

Yes
No
Yes
Yes

Land
Ownership

SLC Corp
100%
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Little Mountain Summit
Regional Trailhead
! Location: Dirt/asphalt lots at Little Mountain Summit

Land
Restrictions
Land for sale
Wetlands
Stream

No
No
No
No

Land
Ownership

! 2007 Plan Feasibility: In the 2007 Plan, the Top of the Canyon was designated as a Regional Trailhead.
This trailhead is currently feasible as proposed in the 2007 master plan.

! Implementation Hurdles: This land is currently owned by Salt Lake City Corporation.
! Strength: This trailhead currently exists and there is ample parking and pit toilets. This is already a popular

multi-use area for the memorable views, unofficial trail access, and pit toilets. The land is publically owned
property.

SLC Corp
100%

! Weakness: The trailhead is on the edge of the watershed. Dogs are prohibited on the southside of the

ridge, but the current signage on this is unclear. The current bathrooms are serviced by SLCPU and are
bothersome to maintain. Several unmaintained, but well used trails are accessed from this area and are
unsustainable. The land is owned by the US Forest Service, so any upgrades or new trails will be subject to
NEPA.

! Opportunity: This trailhead has a potential to link to the Mormon Pioneer Trail and the Great Western Trail,
which could possibly provide some funding. There is also the potential for interpretive trails relating to the
history of the area.

! Threat: The proximity of SLC watershed lands and the presence of LP gas pumping station will limit the ability
to expand the carrying capacity of this trailhead. Higher trailhead usage will warrant higher levels of
trailhead management.

Trailhead is recommended for implementation
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Pinecrest Local Trailhead
!

Location: Located mid-way up Pinecrest Canyon Road, on the west side of the road.

!

2007 Plan Alignments Feasibility: In the 2007 Plan, Pinecrest was designated as a Local Trailhead. Due to the
private land ownership, this trailhead is currently NOT feasible as an official trailhead as proposed in the 2007
master plan.

!

Implementation Hurdles: The existing trailhead and parking site is privately owned. The owners are currently
allowing public access with very limited parking (4-6 become a Safety Vehicle obstruction hazard and No
Parking signs have been posted). The owners currently have no interest in selling the land or adding in right of
way or easement. The owners are interested in adding signage (no hunting, no camping, etc). The parking
along the road has become a problem and cars are now being ticketed. This is one of the most heavily used
trails in the canyon, both by residents and visitors.

!

Strength: This is a well established and well used trail within the canyon. The historic nature of the trail

!

Weakness: The land is privately owned and the owners are not interested in selling. There are safety

!

Opportunity: There is an educational opportunity to explore the history of the canyon, specifically

!

Threat: The area is getting out of control with the parking situation and cars are now being ticketed.

Land
Restrictions
Land for sale
Wetlands
Stream

No
No
No
No

Land
Ownership

Private
100%

includes rock quarrying and scenic rail tours. This trailhead provides the only current access to the
north side of the canyon. The generous land owners currently allow access to the public at this
trailhead.
vehicle access issues when private cars are illegally parked along Pinecrest Road.

quarrying and railway. This trailhead helps to create the diversity of access points within the canyon.
This trailhead also provides access to an alternative safety egress from Pinecrest Canyon.
The owners could close area if they no longer wanted to allow access. This trailhead is currently the
most heavily used trailhead within the canyon and if it gets closed down, the usage pressure will
increase at other points in the canyon.

Trailhead is recommended for improved signage and management practices,
pending the land owner’s approval.
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Pinecrest Local Trailhead
Private Land Owner:

Land
Restrictions
Land for sale
Wetlands
Stream

No
No
No
No

Land
Ownership

Philip & Donnetta Davis
!

Owns the parcel of land on
which the Pinecrest Local
Trailhead resides.

!

There is NOT a right of way or
easement for public access.

!

The Davis’s have graciously
allowed public parking on the
trailhead for years and plan to
continue this for the time
being, based on conduct of
trail users. They are concerned
about capacity at the
trailhead. They are not
interested in selling the land or
options to add in easements or
right of way.

!

They are open to signage at
the trailhead to help manage
the trailhead (no camping, no
fires, pick up dog waste). They
do not want hunting access
and are posting signs to state
such this fall.

Private
100%
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Land
Restrictions
Land for sale
Wetlands
Stream

Killyons Local Trailhead
!

Location: Dirt lots at the top of Killyons Lane

!

2007 Plan Feasibility: In the 2007 Plan, Killyons was designated as a Local Trailhead. The trailhead location as detailed in
the 2007 trailhead plan no longer exists due to the need for Safety Vehicle ingress & egress. There is also an open
dispute between the land owner and Salt Lake County over the property lines. The current trailhead has been moved
down to the Killyons/Pinecrest split and no longer aligns with the 2007 plan.

!

Implementation Hurdles: The trailhead as designated in the 2007 Plan is owned by the US Forest Service and private 50%
ownership. Salt Lake County is in negotiations with land owner regarding his property and the need to put in an
emergency vehicle turn-around. Property surveys and boundaries are currently in dispute between the two parties.
There is mixed support for this specific trailhead. Many people want access to Killyons via this specific trailhead, but
many other people do not want access at this specific trailhead due to traffic and nuisance concerns. This appears to
be a moot point because this specific trailhead is not currently an option.

!

Strength: This trailhead provides access to some of the most sought after trails in the canyon. The enforcement of the
Fire Lane has led to better Fire Safety practices and better trailhead management.

!

Weakness: The current trailhead and parking area does not exist due to the need for Emergency Vehicle access. The
trailhead in 2007 plan terminates at a dead-end street and within a neighborhood. The close proximity to private homes
resulted in noise/traffic/dog nuisance to some residents. Eliminating the parking at 2007 Trailhead for Emergency Vehicle
access has greatly improved the nuisance impact to the private homes.

!

Opportunity: There is potential to establish a different trailhead location or multiple trailhead locations nearby to create
more sustainable trail design and distribute traffic. There are several possible locations nearby including US Forest
Service land or other land that is for sale. An established and well managed Killyons trailhead has the opportunity to
reduce nuisance behavior for the surrounding neighborhood.

!

Threat: Parking at the 2007 trailhead is not possible at this time due to the need for Emergency Vehicle access. Losing
the trailhead as designated in the 2007 Plan has reduced access to this trail which could lead to rogue trailheads/trails.

Private

Trailhead as located in the 2007 plan does not appear possible at this time

No
No
No
Yes

Land
Ownership

US Forest
50%
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Land
Restrictions
Land for sale
Wetlands
Stream

Killyons Local Trailhead

Land
Ownership

Private Land Owner:
Vince Rogers
!

Owns the parcel of land on
which part of the Killyons Local
Trailhead resides.

!

There is currently no right of
way or easement for trails or
trailheads on this property.

!

Orange road barriers have
been placed around the
property line to keep people
off the property.

!

Salt Lake County is in
negotiations with Rogers
regarding his property and the
need to put in an emergency
vehicle turn-around. Property
surveys and boundaries are
currently in dispute between
the two parties.

No
No
No
Yes

Private
50%

US Forest Service

US Forest
50%

Salt Lake County

Salt Lake
City
Corporation

Steve
Borst

Vince
Rogers
Robyn
Seldin

Salt Lake
City
Corporation
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Trails
Analysis of the Trails in the 2007 Master Trails Plan

2007 Master Plan Trails
! North Slope Regional
! East Slope Regional Trail
! East Slope Regional Trail 1st Return Loop 1 (Western)
! East Slope Regional Trail 2nd Return Loop 2 (Eastern)
! South Slope Regional Trail
! South Slope Regional Trail Return Loop
! Perkins Flat / South Slope Regional Connector Trail
! Killyons Local Trail
! Pinecrest Local Trail
! Burr’s Fork Local Trail
!32
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Land
Restrictions
Private
10% LandLand for sale
Wetlands
Ownership
Utah Open Lands
Stream
5%

North Slope Regional Trail

SLC Parks
5%

No
Yes
Yes
No

SLC Corp
40%

US Forest Service
40%
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North Slope Regional Trail Private
Land Owners
REAAMS LLC
!

There is not an easement or
right of way. This land is
currently for sale. SLCO Open
Space has been approached
about purchasing the land
and they are interested and
pursuing funding.

Salt Lake City Corporation

Keith & Gary Davis

REAAMS LLC

Emigration Improvement District

Richard Clark Memorial
Watershed Wildlife and
Nature Preserve
!

Conservation easement
held by Utah Open Lands
that provides for nonmotorized trail usage.

Salt Lake City Corporation

Salt Lake City Corporation

Pinecrest Local Trail
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North Slope Regional Trail Private
Land Owners
Salt Lake City Corporation
US Forest
Service

REAAMS LLC

REAAMS LLC
!

There is not an easement or
right of way. This land is
currently for sale. SLCO Open
Space has been approached
about purchasing the land
and they are interested and
pursuing funding.

US Forest
Service

US Forest
Service

Salt Lake City Corporation
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North Slope Regional Trail
!

Location: Mouth of Canyon along the north side of Emigration Canyon Road to Lookout Peak

!

2007 Plan Alignments Feasibility: This trail is currently feasible as proposed in the 2007 master plan.

!

Implementation Hurdles: The land is currently owned by Salt Lake City Corporation, Utah Open Lands (conservation easements &
fee title lands), US Forest Service, Salt Lake City Parks, and Private ownership. Emigration Oaks residents have opposed this trail in the
past and current residents on the north side of Emigration Canyon Road have expressed concerns as well.

!

Strength: The SLC Foothills Trails Plan includes the development of a large trailhead at the mouth of the canyon that will provide
parking, signage, bathrooms and access to trails, including this North Slope Trail. This new trailhead would have greater
management and enforcement. The North Slope Trail would offer a long trail season due to south facing aspect. The majority of this
trail is on public land. This trail would provide a connector trail from Salt Lake City to the Great Western Trail.

!

Weakness: The trail does not currently exist in any form. Emigration Oaks residents have opposed this trail in the past. There has
been some opposition from current residents on the north side of Emigration Canyon Road as well. Some of this trail crosses private
land. There is no return loop for this trail, nor is there currently a mid-canyon trailhead, so there is no easy early exit from the trail. The
destination for this trail (Lookout Peak) is a long distance, and with no early exit options, there is a high likelihood of users creating
their own trails up to the ridgeline or down to Emigration Road.

!

Opportunity: There is potential to create a loop trail or mid-canyon exit at Tallgrass (currently privately owned) or other possible
trailheads in mid-canyon, or possibly a loop along the ridge to Mount Wire, which would help disperse trail traffic back out of the
canyon and allow for shorter hikes. There is also the possibility for implementing part of the trail (as an out-and-back) instead of the
whole trail as depicted in the 2007 Plan.

!

Threat: The main threat with this trail is its’ length and location within the canyon. No exit at mid canyon or loop to the ridge is
defined in the 2007 plan, which creates a high probability of users creating their own rogue trails and trailheads. This trail crosses
winter habitat for big game, so trail closures may be needed during certain timeframes. This trail would also provide easier access
for hunters to get to the more remote big game areas. This trail poses a threat of wildlife disturbance.

Trail is not recommended for implementation at this time
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East Slope Regional Trail

Land
Restrictions
Land for sale
Private
Wetlands
Land
Ownership
15%
Stream

No
No
No
No
SLC Corp
40%

US Forest Service
45%
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East Slope Regional Trail

Land
Restrictions
Land for sale
Private
Wetlands
Land
Ownership
15%
Stream

No
No
No
No

SLC

Private Land Owner:
David Nuescheler
!

Owns several parcels of land at
the start of the East Slope
Regional Trail. There is an
unofficial trail that currently
runs through his property. The
proposed trail is slightly
rerouted to stay within
Emigration Canyon and would
still pass through his property.

!

No easement for trails currently
exists for any of the property.

!

In discussions with David, he
stated that he is welcoming to
options for trails on his property.
In the past he had discussions
with Salt Lake City on
easement swaps and is
interested in pursuing that
again.

US Forest Service
45%
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East Slope Regional Trail
!

Location: From Little Mountain Summit east along the top of canyon ridge to Big Mountain

!

2007 Plan Alignments Feasibility: The current trail weaves into Protected Watershed property, so no dogs are allowed on
the trail. The 2007 Plan realignment would put all of the trail within Emigration Canyon. If an agreement can be made with
the private land owner for trail easement, this trail is currently feasible as proposed in the 2007 master plan.

!

Implementation Hurdles: The land is currently owned by Salt Lake City Corporation, US Forest Service, and Private
ownership. The private land owner is open to discussions about options for official trail access on his property. The public is
currently utilizing a version of this trail.

!

Strength: Some of this trail currently exists and is used by the public. The trail is on all public land except for the section at
the start of the trail. A large trailhead providing access to this trail already exists and pit toilets are available. This trail offers
a connection to the Great Western Trail. This trail also has excellent diversity of geography and ecozones along the trail.
The 2007 Plan realignment would bring the trail all into Emigration Canyon and out of the Little Dell Protected Watershed,
which would allow dogs on the trail.

!

Weakness: Some of this current trail and the 2007 realignment is on private land. Some sections of the current trail need to
be moved to bring it all into Emigration Canyon per the 2007 Plan. Some sections of the current trail will need to be
modified to add switchbacks for erosion control.

!

Opportunity: There is potential for public/private partnership with the private landowner. This trail offers the ability to
separate user types based on the distance of the trail. This trail has some historical significance, which offers a possible
educational opportunity.

!

Threat: Portions of the trail closer to the trailhead would see heavier use. This trail poses a threat of wildlife disturbance.

Trail is recommended for implementation, pending successful negotiations with land
owner.
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East Slope Regional Trail 1st
Return Loop
Private
50%

Land
Restrictions
Land for sale
Wetlands
Stream

No
No
No
No

Land
Ownership

SLC Corp
40%

US Forest Service
10%
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East Slope Regional Trail 1st
Return Loop

Land
Restrictions
Land for sale
Wetlands
Stream

No
No
No
No

Land
Ownership

Private Land Owner:
David Nuescheler
!

Owns several parcels of land at
the start of the East Slope
Regional Trail and 1st Return
Loop.

!

No easement for trails currently
exists for any of the property.

!

In discussions with David, he
stated that he is welcoming to
options for trails on his property.
However, this 1st Return Loop as
depicted in the 2007 Plan runs
directly through the heart of
Nuescheler’s property. An
easement for this trail is NOT
likely to happen due to the
intrusive nature of the
proposed location.

Private
50%

SLC Corp
40%

US Forest Service
10%
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East Slope Regional
Trail 1st Return Loop

! Location: The first return loop (western return loop) from the East Slope Regional Trail (Little Mountain
Summit east along the top of canyon ridge to Big Mountain).
! 2007 Plan Alignments Feasibility: Due to the large and intrusive amount of private land this trail crosses, this

trail is currently NOT feasible as proposed in the 2007 master plan.
! Implementation Hurdles: The land is currently owned by Salt Lake City Corporation, US Forest Service, and
Private ownership. As shown depicted in the 2007 Plan, this trail goes right through the heart of several
parcels of private land. The private land owner is open to discussions about options for official trail
access on his property, but the location of the trail in the 2007 Plan is quite inconvenient and intrusive.
! Strength: Provides a easy return trail from the East Slope Regional Trail for shorter hikes.
! Weakness: Proposed alignment is unlikely due to crossing through the middle of private land.
! Opportunity: There is potential to modify the 2007 Plan to connect the trail to East Slope Regional Trail
farther to the east to avoid the private land issue.
! Threat: The private land ownership on a large section of this trail is the biggest threat. This trail poses a
threat of wildlife disturbance.

Trail is not recommended for implementation at this time
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East Slope Regional
Trail 2nd Return Loop

Land
Restrictions
Land for sale
Wetlands
Stream

No
No
No
No

Land Ownership

US Forest Service
40%
SLC Corp
60%
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East Slope Regional
Trail 2nd Return Loop
! Location: The second return loop (eastern return loop) from the East Slope Regional Trail (Little Mountain
Summit east along the top of canyon ridge to Big Mountain).
! 2007 Plan Alignments Feasibility: This trail is currently feasible as proposed in the 2007 master plan.
! Implementation Hurdles: This land is currently owned by Salt Lake City Corporation and the US Forest
Service. As this is a return loop trail, it should only be implemented in conjunction with the main East Slope
Regional Trail.
! Strength: This loop is all on public land. This return loop would provide an alternative to just an out-andback type trail, which is especially beneficial to mountain bikers.
! Weakness: The intersection with the East Slope Regional Trail could create a pinch point and create an
area of congestion. This is a lollipop type trail, so access to this loop is difficult if the main East Slope
Regional Trail does not occur.
! Opportunity: There is the potential to create a way to flow traffic to avoid congestion at the trail
intersection points. This loop can create user separation to also help avoid trail congestion.
! Threat: This is a return loop trail and the main trail to get to this loop requires crossing private land. This trail
poses a threat of wildlife disturbance.

Trail is recommended for implementation, pending successful negotiations with land
owner on main East Slope Regional Trail.
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South Slope Regional Trail

Land
Restrictions
Land for sale
Wetlands
Stream

Land
Ownership SLC Corp

No
No
No
No

20%

US Forest Service
80%
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South Slope Regional Trail
!

Location: From Little Mountain Summit west to Dale Peak

!

2007 Plan Alignments Feasibility: This trail is currently feasible as proposed in the 2007 master plan.

!

Implementation Hurdles: The land is currently owned by Salt Lake City Corporation and the US Forest Service.

!

Strength: This trail would be all on public land and provides a great destination hike. This trail is a good distance
(not too long, not too short) and will appeal to a variety of users. A large trailhead providing access to this trail
already exists and restrooms are available. This trail is north facing and offers a shady hike which is good for
summer hiking.

!

Weakness: This trail currently exist as a rough jeep road and would need to be realigned for better gradient and
erosion control. This trailhead is on the north facing slope, so it may have a limited season for hiking usage.

!

Opportunity: This trail has tremendous potential for a destination trail from a regional trailhead that would provide
ample access to the public and relieve trail pressure from the smaller trails. It also offers the possibility to loop into
other potential trails and/or a mid-canyon trailhead.

!

Threat: This trail is in close proximity to SLC watershed lands and there is a threat of dogs crossing into Watershed
property. This trail poses a threat of wildlife disturbance.

Trail is recommended for implementation
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South Slope Regional Trail Return Loop

Land
Restrictions
Land for sale
Wetlands
Stream

No
No
No
No

US Forest Service
Land
Ownership
10%

SLC Corp
90%
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South Slope Regional Trail Return Loop
!

Location: From mid-way along the Dale Peak Trail to Little Mountain Summit

!

2007 Plan Alignments Feasibility: This trail is currently feasible as proposed in the 2007 master plan.

!

Implementation Hurdles: The land is currently owned by Salt Lake City Corporation and the US Forest Service. As
this is a return loop trail, it should only be implemented in conjunction with the main South Slope Regional Trail.

!

Strength: This loop trail is all on public land. The loop type trail helps to disperse and segregate trail users. A large
trailhead providing access to this trail already exists and restrooms are available. This trail is north facing and
offers a shady hike which is good for summer hiking.

!

Weakness: This trail doesn’t currently exist and the area is currently rarely used. This trailhead is on the north facing
slope, so it may have a limited season for hiking usage.

!

Opportunity: This trail has tremendous potential for a destination trail from a regional trailhead that would provide
ample access to the public and relieve trail pressure from the smaller trails. It also offers the possibility to loop into
other potential trails and/or a mid-canyon trailhead.

!

Threat: This trail poses a threat of wildlife disturbance.

Trail is recommended for implementation in conjunction with the main South Slope
Regional Trail.
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Perkins Flat / South Slope
Regional Connector Trail

Land
Restrictions
Land for sale
Wetlands
Stream

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Land Ownership
SLC Corp
25%
Shriner's
25%

SL County
50%
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Land
Restrictions
Land for sale
Wetlands
Stream

Perkins Flat / South Slope
Regional Connector Trail
Salt Lake County
!

There will be a
conservation
easement on these
properties that allows
for natural surface trails
less than 3 feet in
width, provided that
they do not impact
the wetlands.

Yes
No
Yes
Yes

Edward Gilmor

Salt Lake County

Salt Lake City Corporation
Catherine Gilmor
Erwin
Osguthorpe

Salt Lake County

Shriner’s Hospital

Shriner’s Hospital
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Perkins Flat / South Slope
Regional Connector Trail
!

Location: From Perkins Flat to the bottom of the Dale Peak Trail Return Loop

!

2007 Plan Alignments Feasibility: This trail is tied directly to the Perkins Flat Trailhead, which is NOT currently feasible as
proposed in the 2007 master plan.

!

Implementation Hurdles: The land is currently owned by Salt Lake City Corporation, Salt Lake County, Shriner’s Hospital,
and Private ownership. This trail would go through wetlands, making this a difficult trail to implement. There is division in the
community on this trail due to the Perkins Flat easements and wetland concerns. This trail would likely be closed to dogs
due to the wetland concerns.

!

Strength: This trail provides connection access to Mid-canyon Regional Trailhead. This trail would also likely be closed to
dogs due to the wetland concerns.

!

Weakness: There is significant concern with water quality impacts due to the trail crossing the wetland area. This trail
would likely be closed to dogs due to the wetland concerns. This trail would have greater regulatory permitting due to
wetlands.

!

Opportunity: There is potential to build a bridge over the road to another potential Mid-Canyon trailhead.

!

Threat: The mid-canyon Regional Trailhead location as defined in the 2007 Plan is unlikely due to wetland and easement
issues. This trail poses a threat of wildlife disturbance.

Trail is not recommended for implementation at this time
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Land
Restrictions
Land for sale
Wetlands
Stream

Killyons Local Trail

No
No
No
Yes

Land Ownership
Private
20%

US Forest Service
10%
SLC Corp
70%
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Killyons Local Trail
! Location: From the top of Killyons Lane to the intersection with the East Slope Regional Trail
! 2007 Plan Alignments Feasibility: This trail currently exists and is used by the public. No modifications to the
actual trail are proposed in the 2007 Trails Plan. This trail is currently feasible as proposed in the 2007 master
plan. The 2007 plan has Killyons Trail designated as hiking only.
! Implementation Hurdles: The land is currently owned by Salt Lake City Corporation (Conservation
Easement), Salt Lake County, Utah Open Lands (Conservation Easement), the US Forest Service. The lack
of trailhead parking as depicted in the 2007 plan requires visitors from outside the neighborhood to park
elsewhere and walk on Killyons Lane road for a half mile to access this trail.
! Strength: This is a well established and used trail and is one of the best known trails within Emigration
Canyon. The trail provides access to one of the larger tracts of open lands in the Canyon purchased for
public access. It connects to other major trails and destinations like Affleck Park, Mountain Dell, Lookout
Peak, and the Great Western Trail. This trail does come close to some private homes which provides for
possible community access.
! Weakness: The current trail was not created with the best practices in mind, which has caused drainage
and erosion problems. This trail does come close to some private homes which could cause noise/dog
nuisance to residents. This trail is adjacent to an active stream.
! Opportunity: The current trail needs to be rerouted around erosion areas in some areas and restored
where re-routing is not possible. This trail could provide an opportunity to study dog impact on wilderness
and creek.
! Threat: Dogs entering and leaving the creek create an erosion threat. The current trail has some erosion
issues due to trail routing near the creek. Pollution from dogs in the creek is a problem. This trail poses a
threat of wildlife disturbance.

Trail is recommended for minor improvements (eroded sections).
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Pinecrest Local Trail

Private, For Sale
10%

Land
Restrictions
Land for sale
Wetlands
Stream

Land Ownership

Private
5%

No
Yes
No
Yes

SLC Corp
35%

EID
25%
US Forest Service
25%
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Pinecrest Local Trail Private Land
Owners
REAAMS LLC
!

There is not an
easement or right of
way. This land is
currently for sale. SLCO
Open Space has been
approached about
purchasing the land
and they are interested
and pursuing funding.

Richard Clark
Memorial Watershed
Wildlife and Nature
Preserve
!

Conservation
easement held by Utah
Open Lands that
provides for nonmotorized trail usage.

Philip & Donnetta Davis

Salt Lake City Corporation

!

Keith & Gary Davis
REAAMS LLC

There is NOT an easement for
public trail access

US Forest
Service

Sarah & Jason Hall

Emigration Improvement District

!

Salt Lake City Corporation

There is an easement for
public trail access through
their property.

Salt Lake City Corporation
US Forest
Service
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Pinecrest Local Trail
! Location: From the Pinecrest Local Trailhead west to the abandoned mine
! 2007 Plan Alignments Feasibility: This trail currently exists. No modifications to the actual trail are proposed
in the 2007 Trails Plan. This trail is currently feasible as proposed in the 2007 master plan.

! Implementation Hurdles: This land is currently owned by Salt Lake City Corporation, US Forest Service, and
Private ownership. The lack of current public ownership for sections of the trail prevent further
improvements to the trail.

! Strength: This is a well established trail and is one of the best most known and used trails within Emigration
Canyon. It is a historical trail on an old railroad grade. The trail has an easy hiking grade and is currently
multi-use. This trail could provide access to the North Slope Trail, if it is constructed. The trail comes close to
some private homes so there is the possibility of community access.
! Weakness: The trailhead for access to this trail is on private property. This trail is one of the most known/
used trails within Emigration Canyon and is heavily used. This trail does come close to some private homes
which could cause noise/dog nuisance to residents.
! Opportunity: Due to the historic nature of this trail, there is potential for an educational opportunity.
! Threat: The private land could be sold to other entities. Private ownership could eliminate access to this
trail. This trail poses a threat of wildlife disturbance.

No trail improvements are recommended at this time
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Burr’s Fork Local Trail

Land
Restrictions
Land for sale
Wetlands
Land Stream

Private, For Sale
25%

No
Yes
No
Yes

Ownership

SLC Corp
40%

Private
35%
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Burr’s Fork Local Trail
REAAMS LLC
!

There is not an easement or
right of way. This land is
currently for sale. SLCO Open
Space has been approached
about purchasing the land
and they are interested and
pursuing funding.

Land
Restrictions
Land for sale
Wetlands
Land Stream

Private, For Sale
25%

No
Yes
No
Yes

Ownership

Salt Lake
City
Corporation

SLC Corp
40%

Salt Lake City Corporation

REAAMS LLC

Private
35%

John Walsh
!
!

Owns the land at the start of
the Burr’s Fork Local Trail.
A County Right of Way
currently exists through the
property. The actual route of
this trail has been contested in
court several times with the
end result showing the actual
trail easement running up the
creek drainage. There are
several ponds that have been
constructed in the creek
drainage, which is not feasible
for a trail passage.

Emigration Improvement
District
Butler, Crockett, and
Walsh Development
Corporation
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Burr’s Fork Local Trail
!

Location: From the top of Pinecrest Canyon Road to Lookout Peak

!

2007 Plan Alignments Feasibility: The actual route of this trail has been contested in court several times with the
end result showing the actual trail running up the creek drainage, which is not feasible for a trail.

!

Implementation Hurdles: The land is currently owned by Salt Lake City Corporation and Private ownership. There
is no parking access for this trail. The actual route of this trail has been contested in court several times with the
end result showing the actual trail easement running up the creek drainage, 8 feet on each side from the center
of the creek. There are several ponds that have been constructed that are larger than 16 feet wide, which is not
feasible for a trail passage. The official right of way is in the creek drainage, which is not ideal for a hiking trail.

!

Strength: This trail provides a gateway to the North Slope Trail, East Slope Trail, Lookout Peak, the Great Western
Trail, and other alpine type terrain. This trail provides the primary access for winter usage such as snowshoeing
and backcountry skiing.

!

Weakness: Access to this trail is currently blocked by a gate and stone wall. There is no public parking or
trailhead for this trail. There is no clear understanding of what is private or public land for this trail.

!

Opportunity: There is an opportunity to investigate to understand the public right of way through the Walsh
property. There is also the potential to purchase the private land or to obtain an different easement through the
Walsh property.

!

Threat: This trail poses a threat of wildlife disturbance. Maintaining the public right of way from private obstacles
is a significant threat.

No trail improvements are recommended at this time
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REAAMS LLC Land Parcels
329.61 Acres
144.40 Acres
40.00 Acres
514.01 Total Acres

REAAMS LLC has
approached SLCO Open
Space about purchasing
the land and they are
interested and pursuing
funding. It is on the list with
approximately 20 other
land parcels for Salt Lake
County to consider for
purchase. The REAAMS
parcels are some of the
only remaining private land
that trails cross in the 2007
plan. Their acquisition for
public use would enable
potential for future trail
expansion as well as
prevent development on
those lands.

Recommendation is to encourage/assist SLCO Open Space in purchasing these parcels
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Findings Recap
! Focus on establishing 2 main regional trailheads and improving signage at local trailheads
!
!
!

Canyon Mouth Regional Trailhead
Little Mountain Summit Regional Trailhead
Partner with Pinecrest Local Trailhead Land Owners for improved signage

! Focus on creating/modifying 2-3 trails
!
!
!

South Slope Regional Trail and the return loop (both together)
East Slope Regional Trail and the 2nd return loop, pending successful easement negotiations with land owner (both together)
Minor restoration of the Killyons trail (eroded sections)

! Partner with Salt Lake City Parks on the Canyon Mouth Regional Trailhead and associated trails
!
!

Funding partner
Trails on the outskirts of Emigration Canyon

! Develop a comprehensive trails management plan that provides for:
!
!
!
!
!
!

Trail and trailhead facility maintenance
Public education and signage
Compliance with use and access restrictions in surrounding areas (Little Dell Watershed, Red Butte)
Public safety monitoring and enforcement
User impact mitigation, especially for private property owners who voluntarily allow public access
Funding plan – MTC, Non-profit, etc

! Encourage/assist SLCO Open Space with the purchase of REAAMS LLC land parcels
! Continue to pursue 2007 plan goals. While only a small subset of the plan's proposed trails/trailheads are
feasible for near-term implementation, others may eventually be realized if the township pursues them
with patience, persistence, and flexibility.
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Appendixes

Appendix A: Group Memberships
! ECCC Development Subcommittee
!

Dan Anderson

!

Claire Clark

!

Bill Tobey

!

Mike Jimenez

!

Rin Harris

! ECCC Trails Working Group
!

Dan Anderson (Chair)

!

Claire Clark

!

Bill Tobey

!

Mike Jimenez

!

Sarah Bennett

!

Andy McNeil

! Advisors
!

Mark Vlasic (Landmark Design)

!

Wendy Fisher (Utah Open Lands)

!

Juli Peck-Dabling (Salt Lake County Open Space)

!

Charlie Sturgis (Mountain Trails Foundation) 435-513-8710
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Appendix B: Timeline
!
!
!
!
!

Solicit Community Feedback (May 2018 – November 2018)
Trails Working Group Meetings (July 2018 – August 2019)
Present Findings to ECCC (August 13th 2019)
ECCC present recommendations to MTC (September 2019)
Recommendations added into the EC General Plan (December 2019)
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Appendix C: Definitions
! Wetlands: Any area fitting one or more of these categories is a wetland:
1.

Temporarily or permanently inundated with water during a portion of
the year.

2.

Supports water-loving plants (hydrophytes) such as cattails, rushes
(plants distinguished by cylindrical stems or hollow, stem-like leaves) or
sedges (a grass-like plant with triangular stems and inconspicuous
flowers).

3.

Contains undrained wet soil (hydric soil) which is anaerobic (lacks
oxygen) in the upper region.

Frequently wetlands are only wet during a portion of the year and
sometimes they are dry for more than a year at a time. Because of this,
wetland identification can be difficult.
- US Fish & Wildlife Service 1979 Wetland Classification: A Review by Cowardin,
Lewis M. & Golet, Francis C.
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Appendix D: Perkins Flat Wetland
Designation
! Nicole Fesard from the US Army Corps of Engineers stated, Perkins
Flat ‘appears’ to be a wetland, but there is a process that must be
followed if the land or creek or any body of water will be disturbed.
This process requires appropriate applications and forms to be filled
out; applications trigger a review by an environmental consultant (a
site visit may be required and the applicant must get in line for this
behind other prior requests); various criteria are considered for an
approval or a denial; each application is done on a case by case
basis.
! Perkins Flat is referred to as a “wetland” by Utah Open Lands, whose
purpose (among others) in preserving this 182 acres was to protect it
as a wetland, which “aids in water quality of the entire Jordan River
Watershed.” Perkins Flat was protected “in partnership with Salt Lake
County to increase watershed value of this land.”
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Appendix E: Community Meetings
July 5, 2018: ~30 people in attendance
!

Goal of Subcommittee: Provide a recommendation to the Metro Township Council as to what our community would like to see
happen with respect to trails in Emigration Canyon. The MTC has expressed that they would like our recommendation be based off of
the Emigration Canyon Master Trails Plan that was created in 2007. A large amount of research, time, and hard work was put into that
plan and they would like to see it utilized rather than creating a brand new trails plan. The 2007 Master Trails plan is located here
https://slco.org/parks-recreation/planning/master-plans/ under Trail Master Plans.

!

New trails within the canyon will assuredly bring more people and traffic into the canyon. We need to find a win-win situation where
we have trails to support the growing SLC population, but at the same time preserve the quiet and local parts of our canyon and
protect wildlife and personal property from being overrun.

!

Regional trailheads versus Local trailheads – the 2007 master plan had the Miners Trailhead and Killyons Trailhead designated at
“Local Trailheads” meaning they would not be improved from their current state (no additional parking, no restroom facilities, etc).
The 2007 master plan has 3 Regional trailheads identified – the mouth of the canyon, Perkins Flat, and Little Mountain Summit.
Regional trailheads would have parking lots, restroom facilities, and water.

!

Killyons Canyon trailhead was discussed at length, with quite a few Killyons residents in attendance. Based on the Killyons designation
as a “Local Trailhead” in the 2007 Trails Master plan and the need to create a new trail to access any new trailhead for Killyons, it was
decided to not focus on the Killyons trailhead at this time.

!

Professional dog-walkers in the canyon was discussed, the main point being there needs to be some sort of limit on how many dogs
one person can walk in the canyon due to dog control issues and waste pick up (or lack thereof). Several suggestions of checking
professional licenses, permits, etc were discussed with an action to investigate Salt Lake City ordinances on this topic.

!

Salt Lake City Recreation has been working on a Foothills Master Trail Plan and one of proposed trailheads is at the mouth of
Emigration Canyon with trails up to Mount Wire. It was discussed that partnering with them might be a great opportunity to work
collaboratively to acquire funding. The Foothills Master Trail Plan is located here https://www.slc.gov/parks/trailsplan/ under April 2018
Draft Trail Alignment.

!

Key Take-away: Focusing the Subcommittee’s efforts on the proposed Regional Trailheads, at the mouth of the canyon, Perkins Flat,
and Little Mountain Summit seems to be the path to the win-win solution of providing additional trails to canyon residents and the
population of Salt Lake City without creating an additional influx of people/traffic in and around canyon residential areas. The
homework for all participants is to review the 2007 Master Plan maps and be ready to discuss your thoughts at the next meeting as to
which regional trailheads and trails we should focus our plan on.
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Appendix E: Community Meetings
October 3, 2018: ~45 people in attendance
! Re-iteration of the goal the Trails Subcommittee: Create a plan for how the residents of Emigration
Canyon want to handle trails and trail development within the canyon and present that plan to the
Metro Township Council.
! Feedback from Canyon residents: lots of common themes here, the main ones being:
!

There has been an influx of hikers/bikersrunners into our canyon and this will continue so we need to figure out how to manage it

!

Trails and trailheads within our canyon will surely bring more hikers/bikers/runners into our canyon to use these trails.

! Discussion on what areas we can focus our common energy on to help find a win-win for the
concerns stated above. This led us to focusing on trailheads at the bottom of the canyon (near the
zoo) and at the top of the canyon (Little Mountain Summit). Common thought was that these areas
would provide trailheads to serve Salt Lake City (and canyon residents as well) and would cause
minimal disruption in the canyon itself (no new trailheads within the canyon). The other thought was
that these trailhead locations would likely draw Salt Lake City people away from the local trailheads
(Miners, Killyons). There is also a unique opportunity to partner with the Salt Lake Foothills Trails
Committee as they have been working on a plan that includes a trailhead at the mouth of
Emigration Canyon and some trails that wind up into the canyon.
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Appendix E: Community Meetings
October 3, 2018: Meeting Attendance
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Appendix E: Community Meetings
November 19, 2018: ~30 people in attendance
!

- 2007 Trails Master Plan History: Mark Vlasic presented on the history of the 2007 Trails plan – what went into the planning, how
long it too, what was considered, etc. The presentation should be available on the ECCC website soon
(www.emigrationcanyon.org, then click on X). There were lots of good questions and discussion from Mark’s presentation and
it did a good job of providing the background on how that plan came to be.

!

- Salt Lake City Foothills Trails Plan: Lewis Kogan presented on the Salt Lake City Foothills Trails Plan that they have been
working on for a while. This is an extensive plan reaching all along the Salt Lake City Foothills. It’s of interest to us in that it
presents a unique partnering opportunity for us because part of their Trails plan intersects with the Emigration Canyon 2007
plan. There is a planned trailhead at the mouth of Emigration Canyon – they are looking at upgrading the 2 dirt lots across
from Rotary Glen park – pave them, upgrade the current bathroom, put in traffic management, etc. Their plan also has some
better laid out switchback trails heading up to Mount Wire. The EC 2007 plan also has a trailhead at that same spot, although
the trails coming off of it are different. The discussion centered around the possibility of Emigration Canyon partnering with SLC
to make this trailhead a reality – this seems like an easy win in that if the 2 organizations worked together, we would likely have
a better chance of securing funding to make this happen. Having an official trailhead with real trails at the mouth of the
canyon would go a long way to helping provide recreation opportunities to the residents of SLC (and Emigration Canyon) and
wouldn’t increase the traffic inside of Emigration Canyon. The SLC Foothills Trails plan is available on the ECCC website
(www.emigrationcanyon.org, then click on X).

!

- Consensus Building: We had our first crack at building consensus as to what trailhead(s) we as a community want to focus
our efforts on. We briefly discussed the different trailhead options and then gave everyone 3 stickers to place on the map to
show their thoughts and concerns. The green sticker was your first choice for a trailhead, the orange sticker was your second
choice for a trailhead, and the pink sticker was for a trailhead that you had concerns with being developed.
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Appendix E: Community Meetings
November 19, 2018: Meeting Attendance
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Appendix G: East Slope
Regional Trail Easement Swap

Land
Restrictions
Land for sale
Private
Wetlands
Land
Ownership
15%
Stream

No
No
No
No

SLC

Approximate location of
future house
US Forest Service
45%

Driveway to house:
!

Option 1: Switch-backs through his
property. These switchbacks would
be detrimental to the scenic
landscape of the area.

!

Option 2: Easement Swap.
Nuescheler would provide easement
for trails through here,
if he could get an easement for

Salt Lake City
Corporation

a driveway through here
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Appendix H: Maps
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2007 Plan
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SALT LAKE CITY CORPORATION

PRIVATE LAND PARCELS WITH APPLICATIONS BEFORE
SLCO OPEN SPACE

SALT LAKE COUNTY

EMIGRATION IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT

This map is based on the
Land Ownership Map from
the 2007 Master Plan, but has
been modified by the Trails
Working Group with the best
available information.
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